
7. AB – KONVERZACE V ANGLICKÉM JAZYCE (2. 6. – 16. 6.) 

VYPRACOVANÁ CVIČENÍ MI PROSÍM VYFOŤTE A POŠLETE NA E-MAIL havlikova@zs-smetanova.cz 

NEBO PŘES „ŠKOLU V PYŽAMU“. Děkuji. 

ÚKOL 1 – John sent a postcard to his friend Brad. Read the text and choose the suitable 

verb. (Přečtěte si text a vyberte vhodné sloveso). Stačí psát 1 travelled, apod.:  

HAD  TRAVELLED  FOUND FORGOT LOST  PUT 

 STOPPED  PLAYED DROVE 

 
Hi Brad 
 
Greetings from Portugal. It´s great here. We 
(1)__________ by boat to Spain and then we 
(2)________ in a car to Portugal. It was a long 
journey (cesta), but we (3)__________ 
computer games in the car and we 
(4)_________ to visit some places in Spain on 
the way.  
 
We (5) _________ a problem yesterday, 
because I (6) __________ my wallet (peněženka). 
I (7) _________ it on the table in a restaurant 
and then I (8) ____________ it. Luckily (naštěstí) 
someone (9) ____________ it. 
 
Hope you´re OK. 
 
John 
 

 

ÚKOL 2 – Tamara sent a postcard to her friend Angie.  Read the text and complete the 

sentences below the text. (Přečtěte si text a doplňte věty pod textem.)  

 
Hi Angie 
 
We´re on holiday in Scotland. We 
arrived on Saturday evening. It was a 
long train journey, but I enjoyed it. I 
slept a lot and I looked out of the 
window.  
 
On Sunday we went to the beach. Yes, 
there are beaches here! We had a good 
time there. We played volleyball and 
we swam in the sea. The water was 
very cold. 
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Yesterday it rained so we visited an old castle. It was very spooky (strašidelný).  
 
Love, 
Tamara 
 

 

1. Tamara is on holiday in ________________________________. 

2. She wrote a postcard to ________________________________.  

3. She travelled by ______________________________________. 

4. On the journey she _______________ and _____________________________. 

5. Yesterday she _________________________ because it _______________________. 

 

ÚKOL 3 – Write a postcard from your holiday to your friend. You can use the words from 

the left column. (Napište pohled kamarádovi o vaší dovolené. Můžete použít slova 

z levého sloupečku).  

Croatia 

travelled  

by car 

slept 

in a tent 

found  

a nice place near Split 

went  

to the beach 

swam 

in the sea 

ate 

ice-cream 

enjoyed 
our holiday 

 

Hi ________ 
 
Greeting from __________. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Love, 
_____________ 

 


